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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure will be moving into the western Gulf today, while a surface low pressure system will be moving northward into 
the eastern Gulf. The circulation around the high will bring gentle northeasterly winds into central sections, and E-ESE winds 
further west at gentle to moderate speeds. Conditions should stay benign in central and eastern sections, with gentle to 
moderate winds and slight seas. Showers and thunderstorms will spread north across Florida and the eastern Gulf today as 
the low moves north.  The low should be close to Apalachee Bay by Monday evening and is forecast to move northwestward.  
Winds around the low, primarily near the center and to the east and south, could reach strong speeds, and seas near the 
center could become rough.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Model guidance is less clear about the low’s path after Tuesday, however, most have it moving inland, more or less in tandem 
with the weakening upper low that helped form it, by late Wednesday or early Thursday.  The low is not forecast to deepen 
further, but the low could continue to bring strong winds and rough seas to parts of the northeastern Gulf until it moves 
inland. Showers and thunderstorms will also be likely across eastern and north central sections into Thursday at least.  
Conditions should remain tranquil in the west under high pressure.  
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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